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GENERAL: 

Magnets including' armature, stem, and pole faces, 

also latch, latch guide, iever segment and .look,.ng surfaces 

must be. kept clean, and magnet caps must be kept in place. 

Magnets and latch guides must be securely :fastened.in place 

with guides in proper.a~ignment with lever segments, to. 

avoid any lost motion or binding. 

Armatures, stems, and latches must operate tree11 

without excessive :friction or.binding. Lubricants should not 

be applied to these parts or to looking su:r:faces. 

Locking surfaces should be examined periodically ,. 

tor rounded, worn edge_~ or otherwise distorted looking sur·-

faces. 

When magnets are reassembled after being taken 

apart :for cleaning or for any other purpose, t~sts should 
1' • 

be made tor free working and effective locking. 

Insulation resistance between curre~t carrying 

parts and metal parts of magnets should be tested period

ically.to insure against "grounds". 
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Iron Clad Indication Magnets of three kinds have been 

furnished. The differences between the three kinds of magnets 

are principally differences in stroke and adjustment of arma

ture air gap. The three different kinds are illustr~ted in 

Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

In the magnet illustrated in Fig. 1 the armature core 

pins project . 033 H above the face of the armature and a.re in con

tact with the pole face when the armature is in the picked up 

position. In the deenergized position of the armature the· 

distance between the ends of the core pins and the pole face 

is 1/8". The armature stroke therefore is l/8ff. 

In the magnet illustrated in Fig. 2 the armature core 

pins project .033'' above the face of the armature and are in 

contact with the pole face when the armature is in the picked 

up position. In the deenergized position of the armature the 

dis·tance between the ends of the core pins and the pole face 

is 17 /64". The armature stroke therefore is l 7 /64 ff. 

The nominal air gap of magnets illustrated in Figs. l 

and 2 in the picked up position is .033". This air gap should 

not be less than .030" on locks in service. 

In the magnet illustrated in Fig. 3 the armature core 

pins project .062':' above the face of the armature. The distance 

between the ends of the core pins and the pole face when the 

armature is in the picked-up position is 1/16". In the deen

argized position of the armature this distance is 3/16 11
• T;ie 

,.rmature stroke therefore is 1/8". 
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Operating values differ due to the difference in stroke 

and armature air gap. 

The strokes of the magnets illustrated in Figures 1, 

2, and 3 are nominal, and may vary slightly from the stated 

values when the latch is adjusted for proper clearance with the 

operating segment.on the interlocking machine. 

2. OPERATING VALUES 

Operating values for magnets as shown in Figure 1 shall 
, 

be in accordance with Table #1; for magnets shown in Fig. 2 the 

operating values shall be in accordance with Table #2; operating 

values for magnets as shown in Fig. 3 shall be in accordance with 

Table #3. 

It will be noted that release values are not given for 

magnets illµstrated in Fig. 3. The armature air gap in the en

ergized position for this type magnet is 1/8", which would re

sult in comparatively high release values. (Records of release 

values of this type magnet are not availabled) 

Operating values shall be taken e.s indicated in the 

following paragraphs. 

3. RELEASE 

To take release on new indication magnets apply charg-

ing voltage to the coil terminals equal to three times the max-

imum pick-up voltage given in column "A 0 of the tables. To take 
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release on indication magnets in service apply service voltage to 

the coil terminals. GPe.dually reduce the applied voltage until 

the armature falls awe.i. This voltage is the release voltage, 

and should not be less than values given in the tabl~s of opera

ting valuesd 

4. PICK-UP 

After ta.king release, open the circuit for one second, 

then gradually increase the applied voltage in the same direction 

until the armature picks up.. This is the pick-up voltage and 

should not be greater than values given in the tables of opera

ting values. 

5. The following tables of operation show in columns "An and "O" 

shop values for new magnets. Columns "B,. and "D" are service 

v.alueB for magnets in service. Service values are established 

on a percentage basis of shop values for new i.ndication magnets. 

WRITTEN BY: C. L. Goodli.n APPROVED: Gilson ~----........ --------~~~--11 - l 5 - 32 
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TABLE :f/1 

Service Spec.#2428 
Date: October 21, 1932 
Rev: Nov.28, 1938 
Rev.& Rewr: Oct.28,19~0 

(For Magnets With 0.033'' Core Pins and Nominal Stroke of 1/8") 

A. B. c. D. 

Max.P.U.For 

Ma,x.P.U. 
Coil for New 
Res. Magnets 

Magnets in Minimum Min.Release for 
Service. (Val. Release for Magnets in Service 
Column "A" New Mag- (Values Column "c '' 
Times 120%) nets. Times 67%) 

. Ohms v . v. v. v. 
7 2.1 2.5 .. 36 .24 

40 5.1 6.1 .89 .59 
50 6.0 7.2 1.05 .70 
90 7.5 9.0 1.31 .88 

130 9.2 11.1 1.61 l.08 
400 16.4 19.7 2.88 1.93 
500 18.1 21. 7 3.19 2 .14 

TABLE #2 
(For Magnets With 0.033" Core Pins and Nominal Stroke of 17/64 11

) 

Ohms A. B. c. D. 

7 4.0 4.8 .36 .24 
40 9.9 11.9 .89 .59 
50 11.6 13.9 1.05 .70 
90 14.5 17.4 1.31 .88 

130 17.8 21.4 1.61 1.08 
400 31.9 38.2 2.88 1.93 
500 35.3 42.3 3.19 2.14' 

TABLE #3 
(For Magnets With 0.062" Core Pins and 1/8" Stroke Having Arma
ture 1/8'' From Pole Face When Magnet is Energized.) 

Ohms 

400 
A . 

. 26. 0 

B. 

31.2 

• r 
! 

·'$ 
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